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Abstract
A digraph D is a local out-tournament if the outset of every vertex:
is a tournament. Here, we use local out-tournaments, whose strong
components are upset tournaments, to explore the corresponding ranks
of the adjacency matrices. Of specific interest is the out-tournament
whose adjacency matrix has boolean, nonnegative integer, term, and real
rank all equal to the number of vertices, n. Corresponding results for
biclique covers and partitions ofthe digraph are provided.

1 Introduction
The topics of local tournaments, {O, l}-matrix ranks, upset tournaments, and digraph
bictique cover and partition numbers have been the foundation of many papers in
the area of graph theory. Work in the area of local tournaments originates with
Bang-Jensen [lJ. Further work includes Bang-Jensen et al. [3], Bang-Jensen, Hell,
and Huang ([4], [16]), and Huang [17], with the introduction of local in- and outtournament digraphs by Bang-Jensen et al. [5].
Biclique cover and partition numbers of bipartite graphs and digraphs, as well as
the related matrix ranks of the corresponding adjacency matrices, have been popular
research topics during the past twenty-five years. As the answer to the interesting
question of what digraphs have adjacency matrices with equal semiring ranks remains
elusive, many have partially answered the question by considering certain classes of
digraphs. The following list represents only a portion of the research that has been
generated by this interest. See Brualdi et al. [7J, Barefoot et al. [6J, deCaen [9J,
Doherty et al. [IO}, Gregory et al. [11], Hefuer (Factor) et al. ([12], [13], [14J,[15]),
Lundgren and Siewert ([18), [I 9], [20)), Maybee and Pullman [2IJ, Monson et a1. (22J,
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between the strong components, then there will not be any going in the other direction.
Therefore, we need to use Dl H D2. which means that V (DI) dominates V (D2) and

Orlin [23), and Shader [25J.
We further this research by brin in t
ning the exploration of matrix rank/ f! og~~er concepts from these areas, and beginThis is done through the use of 0 e a ~acency matrices oflocal out-tournaments
of the local out-tournaments
tournaments that serve as the building
graph structures that have adjaCe~c IS p:rer, w~ are interested in isolating the dithe boolean, nonnegative integer, an~ t~~ r~~wlth fuII real rank, which is equal to

IUP~:!

block~

The structure of the local out-tourna
t' d'
.
.
following the definitions and p r . men IS etermmed JO the first part of this paper
e
are defined and then used as th: I;mary results. Additionally, upset tournaments
resulting adjacency matn'ces
s o~g components of local out-tournaments The
~
are examtned to dete'
h'
.
corresponding adjacency matrices A h
(A) nome w Ich of these digraphs have
S' '1
' ,were l'
=
r (A) (A)
Iml ar results follow for the associated bicl'
B
- 1'z:+.
= 1't (A) = n.
out-tournaments. Finally op
.
I~ue cover and partItIon numbers of the
, en questions are dIscussed.

2 Terminology and Preliminaries
Many
notational
conventions
D
= (V,
A) where
V (D) isare
th adopted from Bang-Jensen and Gutin [2J. A digraph
of D. For a~y arc (u v) E A (~)onempty vertex set of D and A CD) is the arc set
u -+ v. The outset of'a vertex v .;. we s~y that u dominates (or beats) v, and write
IO+(v)1 = d+(v) S' '1 I h' O. (v), IS the set of all vertices that v dominates and
. Iml ar y, t e Inset of a vertex 0- ( ) . th
'
that dominate v, and 10-(v)1 = d-(v)
. v,
v.' IS e set of all vertices
be loopless. If we condense D b
'1 I~ thIS paper, all dIgraphs are considered to
the strong component digraph, SC(~e)p ~cmg ~ach stron~ component with a vertex,
underlying graph is connected.
' s obtamed. A dIgraph D is connected if its
A tournament is a digraph where each'
.
local out-tournament (respectivel 10 I' paIr ofvertlce~ defi?es exactly one arc. A
of every vertex is a tournament (r:: c~ m-tour~ament) IS a digraph where the outset
tation, these digraphs will often b pe;tJvedIY, the JOset of every vertex). For ease in not
d'
e relerre to as out-toum
.
amen s an m-tournaments.
A Ioca I tournament is a digra h wher
tournament. Local tourname~t
e both the mset and outset of every vertex is a
c~mplete digraphs. To use the sl::e ~s~ referred t? n,tore generally as locally semiclique covers and partitions and th gu g ~f the m8J.on ty of the research done on bimore specialized tenos of local . e asdsoclated matrix ranks, the authors will use the
d
' tn- an out-tournaments Rid
an out-tournaments is out-branchin
.
. ' e ate to the results on inout-branching ifT is a spanni
. g andd m-branchlng. A subdigraph T of D is an
degree zero. An in-branching~:d~~en~e tr~e of D an~ T has only one vertex v of inzero.
ne ana ogously wIth only one vertex of outdegree
The relationship of domination is .
out-tournament. Therefore 't'
an Important one in defining the structure of the
in th ~ dommation
.
,I IS necessary
relationships
LtD to use notafIon that models certain nuances
notabon Dl =* D2 means th~t the .1 and D2 be vertex disjoint digraphs. The
ve~ex in Dl dominates every vertex ~~e;; no arc from V (D 2 ) to V (Dd· If every
usmg tournaments as strong components i~'~;~~ wehuse DI -+ .D2' Since we will be
,
l e t e case that If arcs go one direction

there is no arc from V (D2) to V (DI)'
Specifically in this paper, we will be constructing out-tournaments using upset tournaments as strong components. An upset tournament is a tournament on n ~ 3 vertices
with score-list {I, 1,2,3, ... , n - 3, n - 2, n - 2}. The score-list of a tournament is
the multiset of the outdegrees of its vertices.
The adjacency matrix ofa digraph D on n vertices is the n x n matrix A ::;:: [aij]
where aij = 1 if (Vi, Vj) is an arc in D, and equals otherwise. Ranks corresponding
to the {O, 1}-matrix are the real rank, l' (A), the boolean rank, l' B (A), and the nonnegative integer rank, 1'z+ (A). The boolean rank of an m x n {O, 1}-matrix is the
smallest k for which there exist an m x k {O, 1}-matrix B and a k x n {O, 1}-matrix C
such that A = BO when boolean arithmetic is used (1 + 1 = 1). Similarly, the nonnegative Integer rank is the smallest k for which there exist m x k and k x n matrices B
and C respectively such that A = BO, where the entries of B and are nonnegative
integers. If A is a {O, 1}-matrix, then both B and a are {O, 1}-matrices. The relationship between the boolean and nonnegative integer ranks is 1'B (A) Tzt (A) for
any {O, 1}-mlltrix A. Since real rank can be defined similarly to nonnegative integer
rank, only over all the real numbers, we have T (A) 1'z+ (A). There is no standard
relationship between l' (A) and l' B (A). Finally, the term rank of a matrix, 1't (A), is
the smallest number of rows and columns containing all of the nonzero entries of A.
When A is a {O, 1} -matrix, 1'B (A) ~ 1'z+ (A) ~ 1't (A). The relationship between
the real rank and nonnegative integer rank also gives uS l' (A) 1'Z+ (A) 1't (A).
The real, nonnegative integer, and term ranks for the matrices of n-tournaments,
tournaments on n vertices, were bounded by deCaen [9].
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Theorem 2.1
Corollary 2.2
1't

[9] If A is an n-tournament matrix. then r (A) ;::: n - 1.

[9].if A is an n-tournament matrix, then (n - 1)

~ l' (A) ~ 1'z+ (A) ~

CA) ::; n.

These results indicate that if any tournament has equal ranks, then the ranks must
equal n _ 1 or n. In general, l' B (A) is very difficult to obtain. Thus, when looking for
matrices with equal ranks, knowing the bounds on the remaining three ranks forces the
search for tournament matrices where 1'B (A) = n - 1 or 1'B (A) = n. Additionally,
we know that 1'B CA) ::; 1't (A), so the term rank serves as an upper bound on the
boolean rank in general {O, I} -matrices.
In this paper, we use the fact that it is known which upset tournaments have l' B (A) =
1'z+ (A), and use it to help us characterize a class oflocal out_tournaments where all
ranks equal n.
Gregory et a!. [11] linked the boolean and nonnegative integer ranks of {O, 1}matrices to biclique cover and partition numbers of bipartite graphs. The bic/ique cover
number of a graph G, be (G), is the smallest number of complete bipartite
that cover the edges of G. The bic/ique partition number of a graph G, bp (G). IS

subgrap~s

5
4

~

defined similarly using a partitioning of the edges of G. By labeling the rows of the
adjacency matrix of a digraph D with a set of numbers and the columns with a disjoint
set of numbers, the adjacency matri~ of D also represents the adjacency matrix of a
bipartite graph B. Using this common matrix, the following result is obtained.
Lemma 2.3

[IIJ IfD is a digraph. then rB (A)

= be (D) andrz+ (A) = bp(D).

Corollary 3.4 Let D be an out-tournament.
D I vertex b E B is dominated
(a) Let A and B be distinct strong components;/ O+~:) induces a tournament/or
by some vertex in A, then A I-t b. Furthermore, n

each a E A . branching Furthermore, if S is the
(b) If D is connected. then se (D) has an In~ there is a path from A to
vertex with out-degree o/zero and A is any other componen ,
S containing all components that can reach S.

The bicliques of B correspond to directed bicliques of D. In this paper, we use this
relationship to extend the results obtained for the matrix ranks to include the biclique
cover and partition numbers of the out-toumaments.

3 Local Out-Tournaments and Upset Tournaments
3.1

Out-Tournaments

(a)

Before examining the {O, l}-matrix ranks of the local out-tournaments, it is important
to understand the structure of the digraphs. It is this that will detennine which outtournaments have adjacency matrices with full and equal ranks.
Bang-Jensen ( 1Jshows that local tournaments have a structure that resembles that of
tournaments. If D is a local tournament, then every strong component is a tournament.
In addition, if two strong components are adjacent in D, then one completely dominates
the other. Por an out-tournament, however, not all of this structure is necessary. Since
only the outset of each vertex need be a tournament, the constraints on the structure
of the inset are relaxed. Thus, every strong component of an out-tournament is not
necessarily a tournament, and complete domination is not required.
In-tournament digraphs were examined in depth by Bang-Jensen et a1. [5], and
much of the underlying structure identified. The following lemma and theorem are results for in-tournaments that are of specific interest in this paper in defining the structure
of the out-tournaments. The corollaries following each result are the out-tournament
equivalent, and come from the out-tournament being the converse ofthe in-tournament.
Lemma 3.1

[5] Every connected in-tournament has an out-branching.

Corollary 3.2 Every connected out-tournament has an in-branching.

[5J Let D be an in-tournament.
(a) Let A and B be distinct strong components 0/ D. If a vertex a E A dominates
some vertex in B, then a H B. Furthermore, An 0- (b) induces a tournament/or
each b E B.
Theorem 3.3

(b) If D is connected, then se (D) has an out-branching. Furthermore, if R is
the root and A is any other component, there is a path from R to A containing all the
components that can reach A.

(b)

form one strong component.
ment where tournaments
Figure I: (a) shows an out-touroa
d f two transitive tournaments.
(b) shows an out-tournament compose 0
ent it is not true that each strong comIn general, when constructing an o~t-tournamth'
'bility that an out-tournament
P'
lea) Illustrates e POSSI
F'
ponent is a tournament. 19ure
.
'sed of separate tournaments.
19ure
might have a strong component that IS compn
trong component where the rel(b) shows two transitive tournaments that fonn a s nent digraph for each of the
suIting digraph is an out-tournament. The strong com~ex Thus we can have an
.
1 ndenses down to one v e · '
ut
11 f the strong components, or 0
out-tournaments in Figure co
out-tournament where tournaments are some or a 0 ments Since the structure of
tournaments where none of the components are to~: but h~s been described for the
out-tournaments has not been completely charactenze , nts whose strong components
focus on out-toumame
strong component structure, we
are all tournaments.
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Upset Tournaments

. .

•
the strong components, It IS
When implementing a structure where tourna;nentsh~he information exists as to the
tournaments lor w IC
F this
helpful for our purpose to use
ank f the tournament matrices. or
boolean, nonnegative integer, ~d term r s ~ments whose strong comp~nents are
paper we restrict our exploration to out-t~um'b the standard form that IS used to
upset'tournaments. To this end, we. first ehSCrl e indeed strong tournaments.
t th
.
then venfy that t ey a r e , '
represent the upset matrices,
d fI
by representing its upse pa .
Figure 2 shows an upset tournament in st~nd~r o~e arCS (VI' V2) and (Vn-I, Vn)
All other arcs are directed in the opposite dlrectlOln' on the upset path when i < j.
V' v·) can on y be
are in every upset path. Th e arc ( " J
Vertices are presented in the order VI, V2, ... , Vn·
ent is isomorphic to exactly
24) ery upset toumam
As stated by Poet and Shader [ , ev
7 _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6

Proof. Since upset tournaments are strong, part (a) follows directly from part (a) of
Corollary 3.4. For (b), we can use part (b) from Corollary 3.4, but will prove it from
the definition to support the further understanding of the tournament structure. Given
that upset tournaments Ti, Tj and T,. are strong, if Ti
Ti and Ti
Tko then
there exists Vi E V (Tj ) and Vk E V (Tk) such that Ti 1---+ Vj and Ti t--+ Vk· By
definition of an out-tournament, both Vj and Vk are in a tournament, so they must be
adjacent. Thus, Vj --+ Vk or Vk ~ vi' From part (a), we extend this to Tj 1---+ Vk or

~

M

",

Tk

Figure 2: Upset tournament in standard fiorm - all other arcs are directed down.

one upset tournament in standard fi
path from VI to Vn.
orm. Additionally, this results in having a unique
Lemma 3.5 {24] Let T be
unique path from vertex VI to ::r~::et tournament in standard form. Then T has a
Vn, and this path consists oifthe upset arcs ofT
A result of Lemma 3 .5 is that we know that an upset tournament is stron g1y con.
nected.

1-+

Vi' So, Tj ==> T,. orTk ~ Tj. 0

4 Matrices and Matrix Ranks
Now that the structure of the out-tournaments with upset tournament strong components has been described, we direct our attention to finding which of these digraphs
have adjacency matrices with r (A) rt (A) = rz+ (A) = rB (A) = n. To do so, we
use results on the matrix ranks of upset tournament matrices.
First, consider the basic structure of the adjacency matrix A of out-tournament 0
with strong components Tj. Let Ai be the adjacency matrices of the upset tournaments
Ti. Thus
(D) has vertices Tj • We will carefully order the vertices of
(D)

=

se

~nhus,theT~et
p.th th<ough v,,' ~';:,::;~'!:;h~'n u d~in.tes
and reaches 011 v.:;;ioe:
IS strongly connected. 0
s all vertIces not on the upset path from Vn·

se

based upon the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1

Proposition 3.6 1fT'IS an upset tournament, then T is sIron I co
Proof L
g y nnected
• et T be an upset to
.
unique path from VI to v
",umrtament In standard form. By Lemma 3 5 the .
re h
n·
e ex v dominat
II'
.,
re IS a
ac es Vn-I using ar (
n
es a vertices except v rt
other tha
h
c V n , VI) and the upset path If .
e ex Vn-I, and
.
n Vn, t en v reaches v
d
.
V IS a vertex on the upset path
v IS a vertex that is not on th n-I an Vn· It reaches all other vertices through
I

~

.

[2] Every acyclic digraph has an acyclic ordering of its vertices.

se
se

Since
CD) is only guaranteed an in-branching, there may be more than one
(D) with indegree of zero. Thus, we cannot state that there is a path
vertex in
including every vertex. However, Proposition 4.1 states that there is an acyclic ordering
of the Ti. We will assume this ordering of the Ti' This gives the adjacency matrix
(D) shown in Figure 3. The ordering places each component along
structure for

se

the diagonal.

VI.

Because the upset tournaments

~ents ofa local out-tournament D. ~:r~~~~ng,

they.can be used as the strong compo-

u~~:~:~:~~a~~tsi;~~~d T A~ditionally~:~~:~~:et~~ ~~(~)~t of ar~~ between
:~cessanly a tree.
j •

addresses the Structure
tournament.

~~cyc. ~ut

J

o

The second part of the
IC,
the
en two upset tournaments are domin ate d by OWID~
upset
a thud emma

Figure 3: General adjacency matrix structure of SC(D), where D is a local tournament.

Lemma 3.7 Let D be I
where
Vi E V (1:i ), Vj EaVocal
1.\
(lj),out-tournament
andvk E V (1:with
) strong components T;, Tj, andTk
,a/
IfTi and 1:. a
k .
T; 1--+
J re upset tournaments where (v· v·) .
.
(b) Vj.
t)
]
IS an arc In D, then

Keeping the same acyclic labeling of the Ti above, we obtain the adjacency matrix
structure for the adjacency matrix of D shown in Figure 4. The two structures a.re thee
same only because the T. are strong components in D. Note that the upper tnangl
regions of both matrices are not labeled with values. That is because these values can

1fT;, T·, andT:
then Tj ~ Tk orTk ~ ~~re
upset tournaments where T; ~ T:.J an d""·
J'
.L, ==> Tk.

vary, while the values shown are set.
Consider how the structure of D dictates the placement of I 's in the upper triangular
region of A. According to part (a) of Lemma 3.7, if (Vi, Vj) is an arc in D, then all of

8

9

[>0 J
Figure 4: Adjacency matrix stru
matrices of the strong compone~:~e of an out-tournament where Ai are the adjacency

the vertices in Ti dominate v . '
.
There is a 1 i~' e : ; r~~~;~~ ~nt~ a column of 1's to the right of Ai
.
v•
I m
e column corresponding to vertex

~d above A j •

then T2 ......... {Va, vg}. All of T2 must dominate V8 and Vg in order to satisfy Lemma
3.7. The vertices in T2 could also dominate more than {va, vg}. It is the minimum set
that must be dominated. The adjacency matrix A (D) is shown in Figure S.
In an upset toumament, every vertex has an outdegree greater than zero. So, every
row in the adjacency matrix of an upset tournament contains a 1. Visually, a directed
biclique of a digraph is a submatrix which forms a block of 1's in the digraph's adjacency matrix. In a biclique partition, these sub matrices must be disjoint. In a biclique
cover, they may overlap. Given the structure of the adjacency matrices here, every
biclique in Ai can be expanded to cover any 1's to the right of Ai in a biclique cover.
This relationship is important in determining what upset tournaments can be used as
strong components in out-tournaments where be CD) = IJp (D) = n.

J

In the matrix, it may become
:eg~on~ To help in the identificati:~::::!'s t~h:i~~~ss ~articular rows, columns, and
i e e number of vertices in T.. S "k '
owmg notation will be used. Let
be labeled v.
,. 0, ~i-l nj = n Furth I h
A, then
.'" Vin, . If this is
to the
ej et t e vertices of T;
v,m would be represented by I
g 0 columns and rows in
:0 fu~er identity the structure 0
co ~ and row nl + ." + nj-l + m.
~onJunctlOn with the acyclic label' fththese matrices, consider part (b) of Lemma 3 7 .
If T.. and T
.'
mg at has been; dopt ed.' ~Ith
. the acyclic labeling,
. ID
T..'
j are adjacent, then T ==> T.. if
j
•=:=* T and Ti ==} Tk, we will hav T.' an only If t < j. Additionall if

vert~~' V~2'

extend~

:'~SO'::~;CI:~;~:beII?g. we W~I ~~;'ili:':~'::d~~~ s~n~e<th~ di";'
;",
<

columns of A .
same column:

'

ere IS a submatrix of 1's in the row

z.

J

k for

o~~ k.A k , then there will be a submatrix of l'ss ~flD Athiethat
some
rowsIDcludes
of Aj in
the
0

01011001
00111001
10011001
00001001
o0 0 0 0 0 1
00010001
000000010
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000000100

Figure 5: Adjacency matrix of
nents, each on three vertices . an out-tournament with three upset tournament compo-
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a

0
0

0
0

8, ~"V4,V5.V6}~ ~2}
8 2 = ~2' V5.V8~ ~3}
83 = ~3' ve~ ~,. V4}
84 =~4}~{y"V2,V5}
8 5 ~5~ {y" v2' v3' ve}

=

0
0
0
0
1
0

=

Figure 6: Adjacency matrix of an upset tournament on 6 vertices, and a minimum biclique cover.
Consider the matrix in Figure 6 representing an upset tournament with vertices
A minimum biclique cover is given, where Bi are the bicliques. Each of
the Bi can be expanded to cover any 1's in a column to the right or the left of this
submatrix. Figure 7 shows the same bicliques expanded to cover l's representing the
vertices in the original matrix dominating vertices Vs and V9'

Vl, "., V6.

0
0
0 0 1
1 0 0
1 0
1 1
1

a
a a

0
0
0
0
1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0

0 0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

B~ =~,'V4'V5,V6~~2,V6,V9}
B2 = ~2,v5,VeP ~3,V8,V9}
B3 =~3,v6}4 h V4' ve,vo}
B4 = ~4~ ~"V2,V5' Va,vg}
85 "" ~5}4 ~"V2,V3' V6' va,vo}

Figure 7: Submatrix where all of the vertices of the upset tournament dominate vertices
Vs

For an example consid
components T _'{
er the out-tournament D
.. g
andT == {(v~,;) ~VI'V2)'(V2'V3)'(V3'Vl)}' To :n{(lStln 5 of upset tournament
3
8, V8,V9),(V9,V7)}. IfTl ~ {
V4},V ),(V5,V6 ),(V6,V4)}
V4, Vs and Tl 1--+ {v8, v}
9 ,

0 0 0

0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 a
1 1
1

l~belin

j

0

and Vg. The expanded biclique cover is given.

Lemma 4.2

Let D be an out-tournament with k upset tournament strong compo-

11

j~

s.

Proof. Let B·, = X', --+ vb e any max'

r

.

~r~~' .Suppose that Ti is not the tennj~~~ ve~e~q: ; a minimum biclique covering
1'; to at least one other tournament
C (D). Then there exist arcs
j
lb'

ofve~l~es dominated by Ti , and B! = ;.o~onent Tj. Let Zj ~ V (T ) be the set
the blchque covering cover all arcs in 'r, b d ~~ ~ Zj). The collection of all Bi in

cover those arcs. Every vertex i T. d' ~ e mtlQn, so the collection of all B! also
Zj.
Ti is strong, each
has outdegree greater than zero, :nd iso
every arc fromX. to
I'S' B'
us e contained In some Xi of B· Th
B' fi
'J
m . so every arc fr
T.'
,.
US,
i or every 11 in D, we obtain'~ cover fi D
~m i to Tj IS covered. Taking every
to cover each of the indiv'd I
or usmg only the number ofbicliques used
I ua upset tournaments. Therefore, be (D) _< L.".=1
~~ be (~).
.

o:m:~s

z.

=

au.

nents, Ti . Then be (D) <
~~ be (T..)
_ L..",=l
,.

.Sinc~

~ertex

o

023, U34 and an of the adjacency matrix are isolated 1'so When n
5, there
are two distinct upset tournaments on n vertices in standard form. One has upset path
(Vb V2), (V2. V4) and (V4, vs). and isolated 1's Cl12, au, a3l> a45, and a53' The other
has upset path (vt. V2). (V2' vs), (vs, V4) and (V4' V5), and isolated 1's a12, a23, a34,
a45, and aSl. By Lemma 4.5, all of the above upset tournaments have rB (A)
be (T) n. Since rz+ (A) = bp (T) rB (A) == be (T), we have be (T) = bp (T) =

~

=

~

= n. 0
Next, the real rank must be considered in the final characterization of the outtournaments. The following theorem relates real rank to nonnegative integer rank

n, and r B CA) == TZ+ (A)

in upset tournaments.

Theorem 4.7 [25] Let A be an adjacency matrix corresponding to an upset tourna-

ment. Thenr(A) =rz+ (A).
Corollary 4•3 LAb
.
et
e the adjacency
t' if
nament strong components, where A. is ~: r~~ an ouHournament with k upset lour-

Then r B (A) ~ I:~rB (A.)
.-1
• .

e a lJacency matrix of strong comnonent
T..,.
r

,

Thus to find the matrices with full and e ual r
.
r B (Ad = ni' So we look for upset toum q
anks, the submatrices, Ai, must have
bp (Ii), the upset tournaments must hav ;m(eT.~t)s ~here be (~) = nj. Since be CT;) ~
e e , - bp (Ti) = ni·

b
Then be (T) = [18]
n if Let
~ndTonl~
~; t"tes~t ~:urnament in standard/orm on n ~ 6 vertices.
(Vi, V/+ d for 3 :s; i :s; n _ 3.
IF t path does not contain any arcs of the form

Theorem 4.4

we have n· -> 6, Th eorem 4 4 gives us th tru
the When
upse t tournament• strong
compone~ts f th
e s cture that must be used for
~umaments on 3, 4 or 5 vertices? 11 0 e out~tournament. What about upset
regory, et aI. [11]. A set S f ' d 0 answer thiS question, we use results from
O
isolated ifno two 1 's are in a 2 X 2 ~:b::~~:~f 11'~s.Of a {O, I} -matrix is said to be
~~mma
[IlJ
s, then 4.5
rB (A)
= .if
bethe
(D)adj'acency
~ r.
mat'
rlX A of a digraph D has an isolated set ofr

boolWe use this resu It'm the proof of the foll .
ean and nonnegative integer ranks of
owmg lemma where we establish the
upset tournaments on 3, 4 or 5 vertices.
Lemma
1fT is
matrix A4.6
upset
n -- 3 , 4, or 5 vertices with adjacency
, then be (T) an
= bp
(T) tournament
= n and on(A)
•
rB
= rz+ (A) = n
ro~%
.
P
fo
. en n = 3, there is exactly

m:;Xan:"ti~::'lt.~.t\(,vh' v,). ('"~::)~p~:,:~,;;~~::
vertIces In standard fonn

,

::aV'"~;~ in ~tond"d

ande~t hnas=upset
4, there is exactly one upse:\oum e a ~atcency
path (
amen on n
I

VI,V2), (V2,Va) and (Va,V4)' Entries
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This translates to r (Ai) == rz+ (Ai) for the upset tournament strong components.
Since it is possible for the real rank to be less than both the boolean and nonnegative
n in the matrices we have
integer ranks in general, it remains to show that r (A)
discussed where rB (A) = rz+ (A) == n. That will be done in the proof of the
following theorem, which characterizes the out-tournaments with upset tournament

=

strong components with full and equal ranks.

Theorem 4.8 Let D be an out-tournament with k upset tournament strong components, Ti, and adjacency matrix A. For each Ti' either Ti is on 3, 4 or 5 vertices or it
does not contain any arcs of the form (Vj, Vj+l)!or 3:5 j S ni - 3for ni 6 ifand

~

only ifrB CA) == rz+ CA)

= rt (A) = r (A) == n.

Proof. (:::::>-) If n = 3,4 or 5, the calculated real rank of the adjacency matrices for
any upset tournament in standard fonn is 3, 4 and 5 respectively. This combined with
n. Ifn?: 6 and there are no arcs
Lemma 4.6 gives us rB (A) = rz+ (A) = T (A)
of the fonn (Vj, vi+!) for 3 :s; j
ni - 3, 1 :5 i :5 k, we know from Theorem 4.4 that
rB (Ai) TZ+ (Ai) = n•. Also, from Corollary 4.3, rB (A) :5
rB (Ad == n.
To show that rB (A) = n, we will show that be (D) ::::; n. Consider minimum biclique
covers of Ti and Tj. Because V (Ti) n V (Tj) = (21, no fewer bicliques can be used to
cover A (T.) and A (Tj) if arcs are created from T; to Tj. So, bc(D) ?:
be (T.).
In
proof of Lomm. 4.2. we know that be(D) ,;
bdT.). Thorofare. be( D)
L:i=i be (T.) == n, so rB CA)
n. Since rB (A) rz+ (A), we have rz+ (A) n.
Finally, we examine the real rank of A. The roWS of each Ai are linearly independent,
so there is no linear combination of these roWS that equals the zero vector. For r (A)
to be less than n, there must be a linear combination of the rows of A that equal the
zero vector. The rows of Ai cannot be used, as there is no linear combination of these
rows that will give the first ni entries of the zero vector, and all entries below Al in A
are O's. Thus, we can only use rowS below Ai. For similar reasons, we cannot use
the roWs of A2' Following this reasoning inductively, we find that there is no linear
combination of the rows of A that equal the zero vector, and so r (A) ::::; n. In all cases,

=

~'

=

~

L:~=l

E~.,
~

=

since r (A) :5 rt (A), we have rt (A)

= n.
13

L:~=l

=

~

01000001 o 000
00100001 o 0 0 0
0010001 o 0 0 0
1001001 o 0 0 0
1100101 o 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 o0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 001 o 0 0 0
000 0 0 0 0 0 1 000
000 0 0 0 1 001 0 0
000 0 0 0 1 1 001 0
0000001
1001
000 000 1 1 1 1 0 0

==n ni.
implies that E~ r
.Since r B ('l/ /} As )(A) n. So, each Ai must have full boolean
Thus,.r B (Ai) = rz+ (Ai) = ni for 1-< ~+
, r~+ (Ai) = ni for each i = 1, ... , k.
C*=)

rB (A)
rank, r B (Ad

5 vertices, or by Theorem 4 4 wh
- Z :5 k. This only occurs when Ti is on 3 4 or
for 3:5 J' <
.
en n ~ 6 and there are no arcs of the fonn (v·J,Vj+l
' , )
_n.
. _ 3. 0
Although this paper concentrates on 10 I
for local in-tournaments.
ca out-tournaments, the same results hold

5 Miles

to

Go

A characteristic of upset tournament
known when rB (A) = rz+ (A) n ~ ~a~fmakes them interesting is that it is also
components in an out-tournament D th' . we use the~e upset tournaments as strong
rank values.
' e smgular matrIces Ai make for a variety of

=

Figure 9: Adjacency matrix of an out-tournament where Ti are upset tournaments on 6
vertices, and rB (A)

o 1 0 000 1 0 0 0 0 0
00100010000 0
1 001 001 000 0 0
110010100000
111001100000
1 1 1 1 001 000 0 0
o 0 000 001 000 0
o 0 0 0 0 000 1 000
0000001 001 0 0
0000001 1 001 0
0000001 1 1 001
000000111100

tournament, r (A)

= rz+ (A).

< n - 1 is possible, unlike the case for tournaments.

So the question now becomes, how can local out-tournaments with upset tournament strong components be constructed where rB (A)
rz+ (A) < nand rB (A)
rz+ (A) = rt (A) = r (A) < n? Additionally, what local out-tournaments have adjacency matrices with equality for some subsets of these ranks, and what are the subsets?

=

Figur~ 8: Adjacency matrix of an out-tou
vertices, and rB (A) :/= rz+ (A).
rnament where Ti are upset tournaments on 6

=

Naturally, the ranks of the adjacency matrices of local tournaments and local outtournaments with a variety of strong tournaments as components can be explored.
Hopefully, a characterization as to the local, local out- and local in-tournaments whose
adjacency matrices have equal {O, 1} -matrix ranks can be obtained. This paper provides the first inroad to that characterization. It has also been an opportunity to bring
together two different areas of research within graph theory.
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